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President’s Message
From Spencer Wingfield
By now the honey year is a thing of the past, and we are all looking to make
sure mite counts are known and controlled. Last I checked A to Z sells formic pads. We are going to have some
cooler days here real soon so you can go get yourself a package and treat your hive, following the label of
course. I am using Formic now, only in the yards that I have real concerns/problems in w/rt mites. Otherwise, I
am treating the majority of the operation with Apiguard, which I believe A to Z also sells, conveniently. When
it comes to bee health and nutrition, August and September are really key, as I have learned.
If you are concerned about the size of the hive now or just want some extra insurance, you can add some pollen
patty to your hive. Put it between the brood boxes and also make sure that if they are light in weight (which they
should not be) they might need you to mix them up some sugar syrup. I am noticing my hives are in better than
average condition for this time of the year. This year made a good honey crop, and sometimes I believe that
leads to healthier hives.

September 6th Meeting at 7pm – ON ZOOM
Due to the current state of events relating to the pandemic, the meeting for September will be hosted on Zoom.
At the appropriate time, the Zoom meeting format is expected to end and meetings will return to in-person
gatherings. More about that later as a time table develops. For this September meeting, access information will
be emailed to the membership prior to the meeting date and time.
September Program: What we can learn from hive debris, presented by Christine Kurtz
Who knew that there is knowledge to be taken from the debris that falls from a hive. Come join us and learn to
identify the various debris and the clues it might provide about what is going on in the hive. This skill will
enable you to go into your hive inspection with purpose and give you focus on what to look for. A quick
assessment of the debris can show you the need for prompt action or relief that all is well. More on our guest
further down in this newsletter.

Bee Bits
Submitted by Randy Oliver
About 10 years ago, gardeners in Nevada County
noticed that Tomato Hornworms disappeared. For
the first time, we didn’t need to pick them off our
tomato plants. What many didn’t notice is that most
of our larger butterflies and moths also disappeared
at the same time. Was it pesticides, was it climate
change, or something else? It was the invasion of
the European Paper Wasp (EPW), introduced into
North America in the late 1970s.
This cavity-nesting wasp builds an “umbrella”
comb similar to the native Polistes paper wasps that
we see under the eaves of our homes. The native

species are considered as “beneficials” and rarely sting. The EWP is able to outcompete our native polistes, and
may displace them. And at the same time, it appears to be a more efficient predator of the large caterpillars that
grow into our larger butterflies and moths.
It is only this year that I’m starting to see a possible rebound in the butterfly population. I’ve commented to
other entomologists, that I would be unable today to collect the butterflies and moths that I easily collected with
my son Connor for his local insect collection.
You may also get complaints about your bees on ripening grapes, as in the photo below.
Honey bees don’t start the trouble, since their
mouthparts are not adapted for cutting through
fruit skins. But if a bird, yellowjacket, or fungus
causes a break in the skin, honey bees will
eagerly suck up the exposed grape juice.
I had a beekeeper ask me whether the crystals of
oxalic acid applied inside a hive could evaporate
and kill varroa mites. I said that that was
extremely doubtful, since oxalid acid dihydrate
crystals have close to zero vapor pressure. But I
told him that I’d run a small experiment to be
sure.
I located a high-mite colony, and set up two test
cages, each made from two nesting plastic cups,
as use for mite washes. The inner cup has the
bottom cut out and replaced with screen. I
poured OA crystals below the screen in the Test
cup, but none into the Control cup. I placed
identical pieces of waxed foundation into the
cups for the bees to hand onto, and placed a
screened cover and syrup feeder above. Any vapors from the crystals would need to pass up through the bees to
escape.
I then shook bees from the infested colony, and scooped a quarter cup of them (about 150 bees) into each cage,
and placed the cages into a dark incubator for three days (at 86°F and 65% RH):
You can see the OA crystals at the bottom of the
left-hand cup. After three days, zero mites had
dropped into either cup. I then washed the bees in
Dawn solution, and recovered 5 mites from the
bees in one cage, and 12 from the other (a
surprising difference from a single homogenized
shake of bees from the same frame). So this
quick-and-dirty small experiment does not
support the hypothesis that there is any serious
vapor action by OA crystals upon the mites.
I ran another experiment to answer the question
of where bees take heavy syrup or plain water
offered above the combs inside the hive, on a hot,
dry day. I used food color to tint the heavy syrup
red, and the plain water blue:

I added chopped pine needles after pouring in the
water or syrup to prevent drowning. The bees
emptied the trays in a few hours, at which time I used
fresh Q-tips to see where the bees had taken the two
liquids:

It was really obvious where the bees had moved the
liquids. All the syrup was stored well within the cluster,
around the brood, and in nearby honey combs.
All the blue-tinted water had been placed on the
cluster periphery, and on the sides and tops of the top
bars. Most had already evaporated by the time I
looked. The bees clearly used the water solely for
evaporative cooling of the outer perimeter of the
cluster. They may have also simply drunk some, since
I found far less blue color than red syrup.
Happy beekeeping!
Randy Oliver

September Program: Christine Kurtz
Christine Kurtz is a seasoned and experienced beekeeper with over a decade long work with bees, using a
sustainable, treatment free and natural management style. A long-time Sonoma County resident, she is familiar
with the ebbs and flows of the seasons and the cycle of the local honeybee. Christine is a strong believer in
supporting locally adapted stocks of bees. She spends most of her time as a mentor helping beekeepers become
better beekeepers while encouraging beekeepers to restock and share their bees locally. A past Sonoma County
Beekeepers Association President and long-standing board member of the organization, Christine is a social
entrepreneur that helped create localized communities within the Sonoma County Beekeepers’ Association to
facilitate education, connections between beekeepers, sharing of resources and involvement in local schools and
events.

Treasurer’s Report
Submitted by Janet Brisson

Treasurer’s Note:
Our club’s bank account was shut down because the bank could not read our signature cards from 20 years ago.
This resulted in cancelled checks and other issues. I’m in the process of putting things back in order.

CLASSIFIEDS
Honey Extraction House
A to Z Supply has a honey extraction house available
for rent. Equipment is provided and the room is heated
and there's lots of hot water for cleanup.
For more information: 530.273.6608
Spring Nucs — taking orders now
Available for pickup in Napa or Waterford in late
April. For more information on bulk orders, deliveries
and pricing please visit https://abeeprovisions.com/

Country Rubes Screened Bottom Boards
10% off for NCBA Members
Handmade and weatherproofed.
Will last years and years and never needs painting.
Check them out here www.countryrubes.com
Janet Brisson 530-913-2724 rubes@countryrubes.com
Advertising space (3” by 2”) is available here and need not be bee-related.
Advertising rates are $7 per year for NCBA members and $16 per year for non-members.

The Nevada County Beekeepers Association is dedicated to
apiculture education and promotion of the art and science of
beekeeping among beekeepers, agriculturists, and the general public.
This is a “not for profit” organization. Donations are welcomed.

Meetings are held the first Monday of each month at 7 PM at the
Grass Valley Veteran’s Memorial Building at 255 South Auburn
Street in Grass Valley. All visitors are welcome. Use the back
entrance.

The newsletter is published monthly as a service to the membership.
Articles, recipes, commentary, and news items are welcomed and
encouraged. Contributions should be received by the 20th of the
Month to be included into the next issue. Submit to
garyg@newpress.com
Advertising space (3” by 2”) in this newsletter is usually available
and need not be bee-related. Advertising rates are $7 per year for
NCBA members and $16 per year for non-members. Please email
Janet Brisson at rubes@countryrubes.com
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